Heterosis is the improved or increased function of any biological quality in a hybrid offspring. We have studied yet the largest maize SNP dataset for traits prediction. We develop linear and non-linear models which consider relationships between different hybrids as well as other effect. Specially designed model proved to be efficient and robust in prediction maize's traits.
Introduction

Heterosis and Materials
Heterosis, hybrid vigor, or outbreeding enhancement, is the improved or increased function of any biological quality in a hybrid offspring. Nearly all field corn (maize) grown in most developed nations exhibits heterosis. Modern corn hybrids substantially outyield conventional cultivars and respond better to fertilizer.
Scientists and breeding experts have spent more than one hundred years on finding high-yielding corn varieties. The traditional way is to do filed experiment to find the better hybrids. It is time consuming and expensive. Thanks to the development of sequencing, scientists have developed several statistical and computational models to predict quantitative traits using genomic data including SNP (Single Nucleotide Polymorphism). Using computational model to predict and determine which hybrids are better can save a lot of time and expenses on breeding. However, the existing model still have many problems to predict traits accurately due to some reasons including lack of big data and their own defect.
Scientists recently accomplish the largest sequencing project in maize. This work provides the largest datasets available to help to develop a model. The project design and basic information of materials can be seen in Figure 1 . We have 30 elite inbred lines as male and 1404 lines (from 24 best lines in China) as female. After hybridization there are 42,120 hybrids. We have the whole genome sequence data of all the 1404 plus 30 parents lines and 6210 hybrids. These data can be used as training set of the model. Also there are 2808 hybrids from the hybridization of two males and 1404 females as test sets. The general goal is using processed SNP data to predict each maize's three traits: height, flowering time and yield.
Trait Predicting Model in Breeding
There is an important problem in breeding: nature versus nurture. For phenotype such as height of plants or intelligence quotient of a person, how much of the phenotype is inherited and how much is determined by environment is hard to determine. This question was made precise by Fisher and Wright almost a century ago: Given observations of a phenotype from a population of individuals, what is the fraction of variance of the phenotype that is caused by inherited factors relative to the total variance of the phenotype due to both inherited and environmental factors? This fraction is termed heritability. For example, a phenotype in a population where environmental factors have large variation will have a Over the years, many approaches have been developed to estimate heritability from data. The most successful Whole-Genome Regression (WGR) models are based on Linear or Bayesian model. For example, one of the approach uses a linear mixed model (LMM), a form of multivariate regression of the genomic and environmental factors on the phenotype. It can use genomic data like SNP to predict the quantitative traits.
We can add some more designs to the model to do more work. For example the model can also be applied to predict the traits considering environment conditions. Another important question is how to determine the most important SNPs associated with traits. Using the weights of feature in the model and significance test, we can pick up the most significant SNP by its p-value. Then we can find the related genes or non-coding region. However, the current methods usually considers the feature(SNP) seperately instead considering them jointly.
Machine Learning Methods
Machine Learning is a field of computer science that gives computer systems the ability to "learn" and "recognize" the hidden pattern of a specific problem. The specially designed model progressively improve performance on a specific task with the help of data. The model doesn't need to be being explicitly programmed, it relies on the data(usually big) to learn the hidden rules. With the development of machine learning methods (like deep learning) and the data accumulation, machine learning has becoming much more powerful in solving problems in many fields. By using a few prior knowledge and enough data, machine learning models have outperform many rule-based models in different fields. The breeding fields have used linear model for a long time for some reasons: using complex machine learning model to process very high dimension data is time-consuming, linear model is easy to explain, it is easier to design and apply.
However, current models still have some drawbacks. A not specially designed model performs bad on some hard to predict samples. A specially designed model has some chance to perform good on the hard to predict sample, but also has unbearable high variance in prediction. Current models including breeding models and general machine learning models can't overcome all the drawbacks to achieve high predicting accuracy as well as high robustness. Although we have collected the largest datasets available, it is still not big enought to train a machine learning model without further design.
We hope to construct a machine learning model doesn't rely a lot on the special rules of a specific field (like breeding). After many exploration on the project, we have discovered that machine learning model without special design fails to predict well on some samples. When examine it carefully, we find out that the model generally predict the traits by learning the relationship of parents. It fails to predict well on a relatively distantly related hybrids. This kind of overfitting have been considered to design a special model considering causal SNP (several hundreds of very important SNP), parents relationship and environmental effect together(Like Linear mixed model). But such kind of model also has serious drawbacks: since the training sample is very small, it is hard to select the causal SNP. So by chance the model can select a set of SNPs very suitable for prediction, but most of the time the prediction results turn out to be very bad. It is also very hard to solve such kind of overfitting problem.
Our main innovation is to develop a machine learning model which can overcome the problems discussed in the previous paragraphs. The basic and most important feature of the model is to predict better on nearly all samples. Then it can be further designed to solve other problems. The general goals of our research are as follows:
• Constructing a robust Machine Learning model to predict three traits of 2808 maizes more accurately and find hybrids with heterosis.
• Using the robust model to find casual SNPs from millions of SNPs and its related gene.
• Using environment related data to predict environment variance and find robust hybrids.
Experimental Design
We have tried several machine learning models and designed another two models. One is an improved linear model based on currently the best model, another is a non-linear model aims to solve the small sample problem. Since the two newly-designed models still have some drawbacks in solving the problem, we also propose some other methods to solve the problems.
Simply Applied Machine Learning Model
Generally a machine learning problem can be splitted into two parts: (1) Feature Selection and Dimension Reduction. (2) Classification or Regression. We have tried several feature selection methods and machine learning models (without special design). They achieve good performance in average, but fails to predict on distantly related hybrids. These kinds of model easily overfits and have no power to predict a new material whose parents not shown in the training set before( which means the model is lack of generalization ability).
We use feature selection methods including Analysis of variance(ANOVA), Random projection and some GWAS methods to pick up features. We do not consider traditional breeding methods because it is merely the linear combination and transformation of the data, which can also be considered by the machine learning model. Here we use the characterization of the data(Normally distribution) to optimize the ANOVA algorithm and achieve higher computational speed.
We simply apply the existing machine learning models to predict the traits using SNP data. The models include Random Forest, Support Vector Machine Regression(SVR), Gradient Boosting(XGBoost), Gaussian Process Regression, K Nearest Neighbor(KNN) and Multilayer Perceptron(MLP). We do 10-fold cross validation to tune the model and find best parameters of each model, then we test the model on seperate test sets.
Mixed-Ridge Model
Since we found out the general machine learning model fails to predict well on distantly related hybrids, we turned to the classic model in breeding field to find some insipiration. We found out that the classic model considers the problem of only relying on parents relationship. The model aims to consider some casaul SNPs, parents relationship and environment effect together. It has beed proved that several hundreds of SNP data with data represents relationship is enough to make a very good prediction. And when the sample is distantly related to the training set(especially some hybrids whose parents are both unknown), the model will rely more on the causal SNP data to predict. So the classic model partially solves the problems of predicting samples having distant relationship. But it is still hard to pick the causal SNP since the training sample isn't enough. We improve the linear mixed model in several ways to achieve better results.
Improved From LMM
FaST-LMM (originated from LMM) is the most powerful model using SNP or other high dimension data to predict quantitative trait. It can eliminate the influence of genetic similarity between samples when selecting features and use the relevence when predicting traits. However, it is a little low in efficiency, which is not perfect when we use big data and try to fine tune the model. It also has other disadvantages which leads to high variance and overfitting.
We would like to develop a new model called MixedRidge which can use the similar strength of FaST-LMM to overcome the problems traiditional machine learning algorithms meet. It also has other benefits too. For it is a linear model, we can apply our highly efficient k-fold cross validation method to have much more quick feedback. Also in linear model, it is easy to use iteration to optimize the loss function. Whats more, it is more convenient to use L1 or L2 regularizations in linear model rather than probabilistic model.
Here is the simple comparison of FaST-LMM and Mixed-Ridge to show the improvement
• F-L optimize parameters by optimizing h 2 , M-R directly optimize β and γ.
• F-L is time consuming, M-R generate Λ 1 more quickly to use more SNPs.
• F-L has no regularization when optimizing, M-R has L 2 regularization to reduce colinearity and regularize parameters to achieve good results.
• F-L's feature selection isnt enough, M-R use a newly designed Fast-CV algorithm to select feature efficiently.
Principle and Similar Effect Provement Principle
Here is the general explanation of the model. We use the function
y is the trait we want to predict.X 1 are SNPs we select. Λ 1 is the matrix from singular value decomposition(SVD) . We random select 100,000 SNPs as X 2 . First we did SVD to X 2 to generate U 1
(2) U1 is constructed from columns of U that corresponds to singular values above a threshold. Currently we set the threshold for singular values to 0.1 (we set S ii > 0.1). U 1 is a matrix has 6210 columns and we truncate it into 270 columns. So the dimension of U 1 is 100000 · 270. In FaST-LMM, they use X 2 X T 2 as K 0 to generate U 1 . It can be easily proved that both U 1 are exactly the same one:
We do SVD to X 2 matrix's and spectral decomposition to K 0 . They have different time complexity. The time complexity is O(n 3 + n 2 m) for K 0 and O(min(m 2 n, n 2 m)) for X 2 because the time complexity for matrix multiplication (X 2 X T 2 ) is O(n 2 m). In this issue n equals to 100,000 and m equals to 6210, so we use X 2 instead of K 0 to save time. Then we have Λ 1 from U 1 :
And β 1 , γ, β 2 , β 0 are the parameters we need to optimize.
The details of algorithm can be seen in appendices.
Similar Effect Provement
If we can prove that our Mixed-Ridge model have the similar effect as the FaST-LMM model, we can use our new model to enjoy the benefits above. Here we prove that the mean value of the two models distribution are same. The models both have the assumption that the distribution are normal which is determined by the parameters mean and variance, and the prediction only relys on mean value. So we can prove the two models have the same effect by proving their means are the same. Omits the details of deduction, we can have the expression of Mixed-Ridge and FaST-LMM's mean value.
M -R:
Clearly they have the same form, so we prove that the two models have the similar effect. Note that since the two models have the similar effect, the newly designed model still has problems to avoid overfitting.
Mixed-Ridge with Fast-CV
One of the most important problem is to find the best SNP set(casual SNPs) to use. The FaST-LMM model use each single SNP to predict and evaluate its significance. The methods isn't suitable to find a satisfying set of SNPs.
Here we use the feature of linear model to design a special SNP-selection methods.
First, it is worth noticing that the data isn't independent, different regions of datasets have different prediction difficulty. Also further tests show that the traits is more dominated by male parent. So we can do some special dataset split instead of totally random(Shown in Figure2 ). The linear model also has some special quality : the weights of different features are independent. So we can only fit the model to the data once, and we can get results of different "cross validation" at once, no matter how you change the dataset splitting way. It allows us to do dozens or even more cross validation very quickly instead of fitting the data each time the training set changes. So we can select the causal SNP by cross validation in a wide range. Although Mixed-Ridge makes several improvement compared to Mixed-Ridge, it turns out the results aren't satisfying enough. After hundreds of testing, we find out the Linear model, although specially designed, still fails to sovle the overfitting problems totally.
Non-Linear Model 2.3.1 Metric Regressor
We design a new network for small dataset prediction problem. It has some advantages to avoid overfitting. We also use some methods to reduce the complexity and speed up algorithms. However, it still needs more optimization considering the computation complexity. In ridge regression, the mean squared error (MSE) and L 2 regularization term is minimized:
For datasets with small number of samples, the model easily overfits to the data and generalizes poorly.
Here we omits the details of formula derivation and only show the overall training procedure. It can be viewed as minimizing the expected mean squared error on the test dataset:
We use Figure 3 to illustrate how Metric Regressor works. In general Metric Regressor works by learning a distance metric for regression on small samples.
Note that the overall time complexity for computation of the gradients of MSE is approximately O(N 3 1 + N 1 (N 1 + N 2 )pq). This is much more computationally extensive than ordinary ridge regression, but can be reduced N 1 and N 2 . The time complexity also grows proportionally with the number of features p and low-rank dimension q. For datasets with a large number of features, the time complexity can be reduced by use a sparse weight matrix for A. A certain portion of elements in A can be set to zeros which can be ignored during feature transformation and evaluation of the gradients with respect to A.
In the training process, a small number of samples (usually fewer than 20) is taken from the whole dataset and then splitted into a training dataset and a test dataset. Then a ridge regression model is fitted on the training dataset and the gradients of the mean squared error is evaluated on the test dataset. The weight matrix A is optimized by stochastic gradient descent (SGD) or other variants.
Other transformations
To speed up the algorithm, we use two other functions for f (x j , θ)
The original one:
It is dense and takes a little long time to run. So we design another two functions:
B is used for producing sparse matrix to reduce running time. We use these two functions to speed up our algorithms.
The algorithm details of Metric Regressor can be seen in appendices.
Other Designs
We propose some ideas to find causal SNPs better. Use some similar ideas from MixedRidge, the key point of prediction is the model shouldn't relies on relationship, but also needs some causal SNPs to predict. So we can calculate the residual of hybrids (which is called SCA in breeding). This will eliminate the relationship effect. And the model should use features to predict residuals well. We have tested all the general machine learning models and found that the models have no ability to predict residuals at all, which is the reason why these models will overfit on distant related samples. Since we already know the parent traits value, the final prediction(predictedresiduals plus GCA part) will be easier. But it won't help to find heterosis, so we still have to find a model to predict residuals.
In other words, if we can find features to predict residuals well, we can find some important SNPs related to quantitative traits. One way is to design an "Expert Model": it can combine basic models and use different weights for different samples when predicting.
We will also try Multiple-Trait combined prediction. At first we will test the correlation of different traits. (there are 20 total traits). The highly correlated traits may be predicted jointly. Since multiple traits can provide more information. It is another way to augment the datasets. Also a feature good for multiple traits may be more important than considering the traits seperately.
textbfBetter Feature Selection Methods Normal feature selection methods have the same drawbacks with machine learning model in breeding problems. Feature selection based on FaST-LMM consider SNPs seperately and proved to be useless. We propose to use another feature selection methods based on Mixed-Ridge and Lasso. It will consider feature combination by test the SNPs by sets. Also since Mixed-Ridge can eliminate genetic similarities, it may have the ability to find causal SNPs which we need. Each iteration we use Mixed-Ridge to fit on a subset of whole SNPs and predict. Then we use F-test to find features with lower p-value. Then we use Lasso to construct a residual model. In the next iteration, Mixed-Ridge wil predict the residual and also leaves some important features. The iteration will stop when MSE(mean square error) doesn't change. We can apply some methods to speed up the computation. In this methods, the number of SNPs in each iteration and the regularization parameter in Lasso are hyperparameters to optimize.
Environment Model
The goal of environment model is to predict phenotype variance in different environment and find robust hybrids in different locations. Since there are only 5 data points (5 locations). We should consider by samples. Each sample from 6210 hybrids have 5 locations traits. So the feature is a three dimensional tensor instead of a matrix. We can try to use tensor decomposition for multiple-location traits variance prediction.
Expeiment Results
Collected Data
We have collected several kinds of data now, and there will be some more data to use in future.
Data collected now: 1. 6210 hybrids: 1a) SNP data using new preprocessing pipeline. Each sample has 5.88M SNP point. 1b) Traits: DTT, PH, EW(height, flowering time and yield). continuous and normaly distributed. 
Prediction Results
Previously we do training and test on datasets shown in Figure 7 .
We have analyzed the genral machine learning model by doing cross validation 1,000 times to test. Here we show one of the models' results (Figure 8 ). The criterion we use to evaluate the prediction performance is pearson correlation coefficient: pcc = 
. It can be seen in figure that a general machine learning model can achieve good performance in average, but it fails to predict the relatively distantly related hybrids, which are crucial in our research. [3] Nicholas A Furlotte and Eleazar Eskin. Efficient multiple trait association and estimation of genetic correlation using the matrix-variate linear mixed-model. Genetics, pages genetics-114, 2015.
[ [9] Jian Yang, Jian Zeng, Michael E Goddard, Naomi R Wray, and Peter M Visscher. Concepts, estimation and interpretation of snp-based heritability. Nature genetics, 49(9):1304, 2017. Step 1. We need to optimize the parameters β 1 , γ, β 2 , β 0 in the function:
To get a better prediction of y, we define a loss function like below:
(10) The coefficients can be found by minimizing the squared-error and L 2 regularization term. 2: Step 2. We use iterations to optimize the loss function. At first we fix γ and optimize the loss function to search for γ. After t steps we can get:ˆ β 1
,β 2 (t) ,β 0 (t) 3:
Step 3. We then fixˆ β 1 (t)
,β 2 (t) ,β 0 (t) . We can have:ˆ
Then we can use the loss function to search for γ:
The function is equal to:
)|| 2 2 (13) 4:
Step 4. We can repeat the first three steps many times to select best SNPs. The optimization method is gradient descent or alternating least squares(ALS) or grid search.
Algorithm 2 Mixed-Ridge with Fast CV 1: Step 1. Randomly select 100,000 SNP from whole SNP. Do SVD(Singular-value decomposition).
Rank singular value in descending order. Cut off them with the threshold 0.1. Retain the corresponding eigenvector in U as
Step 2. Select 200 SNP from the whole SNP randomly as X 1 . Concatanate Λ 1 and X 1 . 3:
Step 3. As shown in Algorithme 1. We will optimize the function:
And the U 1 and X 1 are from step2. We do Mixed-Ridge following Algorithm 1's steps. use grid search or gredient descent method to optimize and search for the bestγ andλ on our designed cross validation dataset(to best predict s1f area). By using our Fast CV method, we can do this steps very quickly. We do 25-fold cross validation. For each fold, we use offsprings that share a male parent for test and the remaining samples for training. 4: Step 4. Repeat step 2 and 3 200 times.
Each time use different X 1 .
Algorithm 3 Metric Regressor 1:
Step 1. As in the left network, we do cross validation on training set to get θ for prediction. We have four ways to divide training set for CV. We use (P(X 1 , y 1 , X 2 , y 2 )) to stand for division. The four ways include three ways in the form of final test set:P s0 , P s1m , P s1 f and one common dividing method:P rand for random selection. For example P s1 f (X 1 , y 1 , X 2 , y 2 |N 1 , N 2 ) stands for dividing the training set in the form of s1f, N 1 , N 2 are sample size of training and test sets. Considering the complexity of the algorithm we set N less than 100. 2: Step 2. We use the function f to calculate X 1 , X 2 from X 1 , X 2 . They share the same parameters θ, the function f (x j , θ) is defined as follows:
Step 3. We use X 1 , y 1 to calculate the parameter β,the method is least square. Then β can be used for X 2 , y 2 4:
Step 4. Calculate the mean square error of y 2 , X 2 β, i.e. MS E( y 2 , X 2 β). Through optimization we can have parameterθ by minimizing the expected mean square error:
(17) We use gradient descent as optimization method:
We can use methods like SGD, Adam, Adagrad, Deltaadam. to getθ 5:
Step 5. The right part are similar to the left. We use the whole known samples as training set and unknown samples as test set. Theθ in step 4 will be used to calculate β, and then y *
B Formula
B.1 Mixed-Ridge has the similar effect with FaST-LMM If we can prove that our Mixed-Ridge model have the same fact as the FaST-LMM model, we can use our new model to enjoy the benefits above. Here we prove that the mean value of the two models distribution are same. The models both have the assumption that the distribution are normal which is determined by the parameters mean and variance, and the prediction only relys on mean value. So we can prove the two models have the same effect by proving their means are the same.
B.1.1 LMM
The distribution of test set is N( y|X β; σ
We assume the distribution of LMM model is Normal, so we have the predictive distribution of a Gaussian process:N( y * | m(z * ), var(x * )) m means mean and var means variance of the sample. Now we will calculate m(z * ):
a i and x i are elements of X:
So we have m(z * ):
B.1.2 Mixed-Ridge
We should optimize the following function:
We have:
Then we have the prediction y *
We can compare Mixed-Ridge and LMM's mean value's form:
Clearly they have the same form, so we prove that the two models have the similar effect.
B.2 Fast CV: Efficient Computation of Kfold Cross-validation Error for Linear Models
We have developed a new model which has same effects with FaST-LMM and has some other benefits. One of its great advantage is its less time consuming. We develop a highly efficient new K-fold Cross-validation computation algorithm to speed up the computation. For ridge regression, the coefficients are found by minimizing the squared-error and L 2 regularization term:
The solution to ridge regression is:
The estimate of y is:
We can also writeŷ as:
where S is a smoother matrix of y: S = X(X T X + λI)
The leave-one-out cross-validation error of linear regression can be computed efficiently:
where S ii is the i-th diagonal element of S.
The GCV approximation of the leave-oneout cross-validation is:
where trace(S) is the effective number of parameters.
For k-fold cross-validation, the crossvalidation error is:
where N k is the number of test samples in the k-th part of the dataset. (x ki , y ki ) is the ith sample in the k-th part of the dataset.f −k (x ki is the fitted function on the dataset with the k-th part removed.
The smoother matrix of the training samples is:
where
The estimate of kth part of the test samples by the function fitted on the full dataset is:
Denote the fitted function with the kth part removed byf −k (X k ).
Following the properties of inverse of a block matrix:
we can separate
Then the cross-validated residual on the test samples can be written as:
The cross-validated squared error of the kth part of the dataset is:
S k can be approximated by only considering the diagonal elements. Then the crossvalidation error on the kth part can be approxi-mated:
(49) where S ki is the ith diagonal element of S k .
B.3 Metric Regressor works by learning a distance metric for regression on small samples
In ridge regression, the mean squared error (MSE) and L 2 regularization term is minimized:
However, for problems with small number of samples and large number of samples, the linear regression is under-determined and there is no unique solution to the ordinary leastsquares problem. The L 2 regularization term solves the problem by penalize the regression coefficients to generate unique solution.
For datasets with a large number of features, we can transform the features into a lowdimensional space by linear combination of original features:
where x i is a p-dimensional vector and x i is a q-dimensional vector. A is a p × q weight matrix.
The whole data matrix X ∈ R N×p with rows as samples can be transformed to low dimension X ∈ R N×q :
Both training samples X 1 ∈ R N 1 ×p and test samples X 2 ∈ R N 1 ×p by the same set of weights:
On the transformed training samples X 1 , a ridge regression model can be fitted by minimizing the cost function:
The coefficients β that minimize the cost function can be written as:
From the properties of pseudoinverse, the coefficients can also be written as:
This form can reduce computational complexity because the matrix (X 1 X T 1 + λI q ) ∈ R N 1 ×N 1 that needs to be inverted is usually much smaller than (X . Then the prediction of target variable on the test samples can also be written as:
The objective is to find the best combination of weights that minimizes the mean squared er- Each element of K * and K can be evaluated as a kernel function between two samples:
The partial derivative of k(x i , x j ) with respect to A can be written as:
and the derivatives respect to each element in A is:
A km (x im x jl + x jm x il ) (70)
The partial derivative of the matrix inverse (K 1 +λI N 1 ) −1 can be evaluated for each element in A:
Note that the partial derivative N 2 ) pq). This is much more computationally extensive than ordinary ridge regression, but can be reduced by choosing a smaller N 1 and N 2 . The time complexity also grows proportionally with the number of features p and low-rank dimension q. For datasets with a large number of features, the time complexity can be reduced by use a sparse weight matrix for A. A certain portion of elements in A can be set to zeros which can be ignored during feature transformation and evaluation of the gradients with respect to A.
The overall training procedure can be viewed as minimizing the expected mean squared error on the test dataset:
argmin A E (X 1 ,y 1 ,X 2 ,y 2 ) ||y 2 −ŷ 2 (X 1 , y 1 )|| 2 2 (72)
